DELTA TAU DELTA
Fall 2020 Newsletter
Delta Psi Brothers,
We hope you are all well and hanging in there.
Delt Update:
The Delts have been challenged by the Covid world (as all Greeks are) but are hangin’ in there.
There were a few positive Covid tests in Sept, but all of them are healthy now and trying to live
a quazi-normal-restricted Covid college life and trying to make the best of it. The exec team is
strong and virtual Rush just pledged approximately 15 new members bringing total numbers to
about 45. While classes are all online, the Delt House is ~80%+ leased and they are living in
their not perfect, but pretty good larger bubble. Besides a recent sewer line bust and a big re-do
job there, the House and members are doing pretty good, all things considering…

The April alumni reunion on the other hand is not looking to good. Expect the next one to be in
2022.
What the Delts are up to:
Both alums & undergrads are participating in a zoom-virtual UCSB Greek Interconnect event
Nov 14 (yes this Sat).

UCSB Greek Interconnect connects alumni and collegians, providing alums with the opportunity
to give back as a volunteer and provide career perspectives and mentorship for current students
in a meaningful way. Greek Interconnect also develops the UCSB Greek network and provides
the opportunity for our Greek alumni to remain connected to the community that helped shape
their Gaucho identity.
The Delts have 4 Alumni participating this Sat.

Healthcare:
•

Kiyan Rajabi ’13 (Delt Pres #2 this gen, Masters Health Tech)

•

Jesus Martinez ’13 (Doctor)

Entrepreneur:
•

Dave Boyajian ’12 (Delt Pres #1 this gen, PureSpectrum, growth tech co, research
automation/surveys)

Environ / Sustainability:
•

Simon Bluestone ’85 (Stantec, Masters Enviro Engineering)

GI - Committee members:
•

Britt Terrell ‘85

•

Dylan Flanigan ‘17

If you are interested in joining (mainly zoom, listen) and supporting your fellow Delts, you can
register. All the undergrads are graduating into a Covid world and most could use some Delt
alumni support, contacts, dialog, mentorship, internship, etc….
Delts trying to help and add value.
Delta Psi, DPBC Board

